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The perfect interaction of the music with the words, the
repetition of the last line and of the word "long" within that
line, the pause on the third repetition of that word, and the
three falling cadences at the end of the stanza transforms the
poem into an intense expression of timidity and desire. The
jingling trochees (Shall I come, sweet love to thee) disappear;
when sung, every phrase of the poem begins with two light
syllables and there are only two main stresses to each of the
first five lines. As a writer of verse for speaking, Campion is
only a minor figure; as a writer of "words for music", he is a
great artist.
I do not suggest that even the best ballads can show the
craftsmanship of Campion's work, or such felicitous matching
of sound with sense. But many of the ballad settings seem
exactly right for the sense of the words, and the beauty of
the music transforms those words into a more intense expression
of feeling. "The Unquiet Grave" (78), for example, in a
setting collected by Sharp,2 is changed from a rather simple
expression of pathos into an eloquent threnody. Here too,
there is a significant repetition which does not appear in the
printed texts, and here again, the words when sung" fall into a
smoother rhythm than when they are simply read.
Cold blows the wind   to -   night, true love, Cold   are    the drops  of
Urn

rain,_        I        nev - er    had—   but (* one _. sweet-heart, And in
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green-wood he _ lies slain,    And in   green-wood he _ lies   slain. «
It will be seen from some of the tunes I have already quoted
how much the music adds to the effect of the words : in par-
ticular, the tune of "Six Dukes Went A-fishing" (Chapter I),
and that of "Corpus Christi" (Chapter II); and how appro-

